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Non-contact manipulation of microscopic objects 

Goal:
-    non-contact and 3-dimensional manipulation of micros-sized objects within a  
     gaseous surrounding
-    simultaneous observation of trapped object
-    additional tool for the nano-positioning and nano-measuring machine   
     (NPMM)

Boundary conditions:
- system size comparable to microscope objective
- NIR laser source 
- high system efficiency (minimum heat input into the NPMM)
- minimum adjustment effort
- gaseous surrounding medium
- particle size 100 nm to 10 µm

Requirements on the system:
- working distance > 1 mm
- optical manipulation of dielectric objects 
- high degree of functional integration
- high stability and stiffness of optical trap
- simultaneous observation of trapping volume
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System- and optics design
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System 1 - optical trapping in liquid media System 2 - optical trapping in gases
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Design: Design:

Manufactured element:

Manufactured elements:

      Diffractive axicon  turned parabolic mirrormicro-milled optical system (axicon for beam shaping, aspheric surface for focusing and plane output surface

Results:
- integration of beam shaping and focusing propertie within a monolithic system 

(transfer of adjustment process into the manufacturing process)
- working distance > 600 µm, spot size ~ 10 µm (FWHM)
- experimental verification of 3d optical trapping of spherical particles (Ø = 5 µm) 
     in a liquid surrounding
- development of a design- and manufacturing strategy for the next optical  
     tweezer system

Results:
- manufactured and characterized optical components
- working distance 2.05 mm, spot size < 5.3 µm (FWHM)
- characterization of the systems caustic (consistent with optical design and 
     force simulation)
-    experimental verification of 3d optical trapping of spherical particles (Ø = 10 µm)
     @ laser power of 50 mW

Challenges:
- software implementation for simulation of optical forces
- interface between optics design und optical force simulations
- development of a suited particle supply
- development of manufacturing strategies for production of optical  
     components by use of a 5-axes-ultraprecision machining center

Particle supply:
- thermo-mechanic actuated AlN membrane for whirl up particles 
     (high mech. stability E~300 Gpa @ 300 nm)
- optical trapping of particles at the turning point of the 
     trajectory
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Various designs

Experimental verification of 3d optical trapping:
Setup

trapped particle trapped particle

free  particle free particlel free particle

released particle

Optical trapped and released particle

renowned optics award
for laser-tweezer

    Milled double axicon        Turned double axicon     

Caustik:
(turned double axicon & parabolic mirror)
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